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Let f(u, v) be a nondegenerate binary form over a field F of characteristic not two 
or three. We prove that the Clifford algebra off(u, v) over F is split if and only 
if the ternary form w’-f(u, u) has a nontrivial F-rational point. 0 1992 Academic 
Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let F be a field and let f be a form of degree n in m variables over F. 
The Clifford algebra of f over F is defined to be the algebra 
C,= F{x,, x2, . . . . x,)/Z, where F{x,, x2, . . . . x,} is the free F-algebra in m 
variables and Z is the ideal generated by 
{(u,x,+u,x,+ ... +ct,x,)n-f(a,,a2 ,..., q,,)la,,u2, . . . . CLEF). 
If n = 2 then this is the classical Clifford algebra of a quadratic form. For 
forms of higher degree the algebra has been studied by Childs [2], Revoy 
[7], and Roby [8], among others. 
In this paper we are interested in the case of a binary cubic form. This 
case has been studied in Heerema [6] and Haile [4, 51. Assume F is a field 
of characteristic not two or three and let f(u, u) be a nondegenerate binary 
cubic form over F. It was shown in [4] that C, is an Azumaya algebra of 
rank nine over its center and its center is the affine ring of a certain elliptic 
curve (depending on f-the center was also determined in some special 
cases by Heerema in [6]). It should be recalled that for binary quadratic 
forms there is an analogous result, namely the Clifford algebra of a binary 
quadratic over F is an Azumaya algebra of rank four over its center. Of 
course in that case the center is the field F itself and so the Clifford algebra 
is a central simple F-algebra of degree two, that is, a quaternion algebra. 
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An Azumaya algebra over a commutative ring R is said to be split 
if there is a finitely generated, projective R-module P such that A is 
isomorphic as an R-algebra to End,(P). In fact one can introduce an 
equivalence relation on Azumaya algebras over R for which the classes 
have a natural group structure (the Brauer group of R) and for which the 
split algebras form a single class, the identity of the group [ 11. 
It is natural to ask for conditions on the binary cubic form f(u, u) that 
determine whether or not the Clifford algebra C, is split. Again in the case 
of a binary quadratic form such a condition is well known. In that case the 
Clifford algebra is split (that is, isomorphic to M,(F), the ring of 2 x 2 
matrices over F) if and only if there are elements ~1, /I E F such that 
f(cr, 8) = 1. Because a quadratic form that has a nontrivial zero necessarily 
represents every element of the field, it is easy to see that the condition on 
f is equivalent to requiring that the ternary quadratic form w* -f(u, u) 
represent 0 nontrivially over F, that is, have a nontrivial F-rational point. 
We can now state the main result. 
THEOREM. Let f (u, v) be a nondegenerate binary cubic form over a field 
F of characteristic not two or three. The ClifSord algebra C, off over F is 
a split algebra if and only if the ternary form w3 - f(u, u) has a nontrivial 
F-rational point. 
We will prove this theorem in the next section. In the third section we 
give two applications to explicit examples. 
2. PROOF OF MAIN THEOREM 
We proceed to the proof of the theorem. Let f(u, u) = 
a, u3 + a2u2v + a3uv2 + a4v3. As we stated above C,= Fix, y }/I, where I is 
the ideal generated by the elements (CIX + by)’ -f (a, /I) for all a, j3 E F. It is 
shown in [4] that Z is a finitely generated ideal, generated by the following 
four elements: 
x3-a, 
x’y + xyx + yx* - a2 
y*x + yxy + xy* - a3 
y3-a4. 
Let Z denote the center of C,. As we noted above C,is Azumaya of rank 
nine over Z. Moreover Z is the affrne ring of the elliptic curve given by the 
equation S* = R3 - 270, where D is the discriminant off [4]. In particular 
Z is a Dedekind domain. Let L denote the field of fractions of Z and let 
.Xf = C,@, L. The algebra zf is a central simple L-algebra of degree three. 
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Because 2 is Dedekind, the canonical homomorphism of Brauer groups 
B(Z) -+ B(L) is injective [ 11. Hence C, is split if and only if zf is split, that 
is if and only if Cf g M,(L). 
Now assume that that form w3 -f(u, u) has a nontrivial F-rational 
point. It follows easily that either the form f(u, u) represents 1 in F or 
f(u, u) represents 0 nontrivially in F. If there exist cz, /3~ F such that 
f(a, fi)= 1, then (ax+/Q~)~ = 1. But crx+/?y$Z: If ax+/3y~ Z then it 
follows that xy = yx, so C, is commutative. But it is easy to see that this 
contradicts the relations given above (because f is assumed nondegenerate). 
Hence LXX + By E Cs is a noncentral cube root of one. Letting t = tlx + /3y we 
see that (t - l)( t* + t + 1) = 0. If C, is a division algebra, then, because t is 
not in F, we infer that t* + t + 1 = 0. Hence either t satisfies a linear polyno- 
mial over F, contradicting the fact that t $ F, or the minimal polynomial of 
t over F is of degree 2, contradicting the fact that C, has degree three over 
F. Hence ,X,-is not a division algebra and so must be split. Hence Cfis split. 
Similarly if f represents zero nontrivially then C, contains a nonzero 
nilpotent element. It follows that C, contains a nonzero nilpotent element. 
Thus ,Ys, and so C,, is split. 
We now proceed to the converse. We consider first the special case in 
which f(u, u) is diagonal and F contains a primitive third root of one, w. 
Let f( U, V) = au3 + bv3, where a, b E F x. In this case D = - a2b2/4 and - 27 
is a square in F, so the center Z is given by the equation S* = R3 + d2, 
where d = ab/2. This affine curve is an affine piece of the elliptic curve E 
given by the cubic form S2T- R3 - d*T. The field of fractions L is the 
function field F(E) of E over F. It is shown in [4] that if we let 
p = yx - oxy in C,, th en p3 = S + d (so in particular p3 E Z) and 11x = oxp. 
Hence the central simple F(E)-algebra C,- is the symbol algebra 
(a, S + dJFcE,,. 
Now assume C, is split. Let K = F(u), where a3 = a. If CI E F then the form 
w3 - au3 - bu3 has a nontrivial rational point. Hence we may assume c( $ F. 
Then K/F is a Galois extension and G = Gal(K/F) is cyclic of order three. 
Let K(E) denote the function field of E over K. Let P(E,), Div(E,), and 
Pic(E,) denote the group of principal divisors on E,, the group of divisors 
on EK, and the Picard group of Ekr respectively. The group G acts on all 
of these objects in the obvious ways and we have the following short exact 
sequences of G-modules (see [9]): 
O+KX -K(E)” -P(E,)-+O 
0 -+ P(E,) + Div( EK) + Pic( EK) + 0 
0 -+ Pic,( EK) + Pic( EK) -+ Z + 0. 
Recall that because G is cyclic, for every G-module B we have 
H’(G, B)= B,/B’-” and H2(G, B)= B’/N(B), where N denotes the 
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norm map, (r is a generator for G, B, = {b E B 1 N(b) = 0}, B’ - ” = 
{~-~WJEB}, and BG is the subgroup of elements fixed by G. Looking 
at the long exact sequences in cohomology associated with the sequences 
above we obtain the following diagram with exact rows and columns: 
O- H’(G, Pic,(E,)) 4 H’(G, Pic(E,)) - 0 
H2(G, K")--+ H2(G, K(E) x ) --L H'(G,'P(E,)) - 0 
I 
1 
H2(G, Div(E,)). 
The exactness of the column follows from the fact that 
H’(G, Div(E,)) = 0. The surjectivity of y follows from the fact that 
H’(G, Z) = 0. The injectivity follows from the observation that the map 
H’(G, Pic(E,)) -+ H”(G, Z) is surjective because E has an F-rational point 
(at infinity, for example). Finally because G is cyclic we have H3(G, K x ) = 
H’(G, K” ) and this latter group is trivial by Hilbert’s Theorem 90. This 
demonstrates the exactness of the second row. 
The group H2(G, K(E) ’ ) is the relative Brauer group B( K(E)/F(E)) and 
contains the class of the symbol algebra 2,. In fact, N2(G, K(E) “)= 
F(E) x /N(K(E) x ) and the class of Zf corresponds to the coset 
p’[N(K(E)) x 1. The image of this coset in H’(G, P(E,)) = P(E,)/N(P(E,)) 
is the coset of the principal divisor (p’), which we now compute: a 
straightforward computation shows that the ideal (,u~) in F[R, S] is the 
cube of the maximal ideal (R, S + d). Hence the divisor determined by the 
function ,u3 is 39-300, where .c? is the divisor corresponding to the 
maximal ideal (R, S + d) and CC denotes the point at infinity. 
Now consider the divisor class of 9 - co in Pic,(E,), where we are using 
9 to denote the maximal ideal generated by R and S+ d in both F[R, S] 
and K[R, S]. Because both C? and co are fixed by G, we see that 
N(c!? - co) = 3(Y - co), which as we have seen is the principal divisor (p3) 
and so lies in the trivial class. Hence the divisor class of Y - CC lies 
in H’(G, Pic,(E,)) = [Pico(EK)]N/[Pico(EK)]‘~u. The image of this 
element under p is the coset (Y- co)[Pic(E,)]‘~” and in turn the image 
of this coset via the connecting homomorphism 6 is the coset 
3(Y - co)[N(Div(E,))]. Hence we see that p(Zf) = 6y(g-- co). 
Recall that we are assuming C, is split. Hence C, is split and so 
represents the trivial class in H2(G, K(E) x ). Thus 0 = p(Z,.) = 6y(,?? - co). 
481:146/2-18 
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But the map 6y is injective, so we infer that the class of 9 - cc in 
H ‘(G, Pic,(E,)) is trivial. Because E is an elliptic curve, we have 
Pic,(E,) g E(K), the group of K-rational points, where the map sends 
any point P in E(K) to the class of the divisor P- cc. Hence 
H’(G, Pic,(E,))zH’(G, E(K)) and under this isomorphism the class of 
9 - co corresponds to the point 9, that is to the point (0, -d, 1) on E, 
where we are writing the variables in the order R, S, T. 
The group H’(G, E(K)) is a piece of the WeillChatelet group of the 
elliptic curve E over F. Each element corresponds to a curve which is 
a homogeneous space for E. The element is trivial if and only if the 
corresponding curve has an F-rational point (see [ 11, Chap. lo] for the 
basic properties of the Weil-Chatelet group). We claim that the curve 
corresponding to the point (0, -d, 1) is the curve given by the equation 
w3 - au3 - bv3. If so then C, being split implies that this curve has a 
rational point, so we are done. 
To prove our claim we follow the recipe of part (c) of [ 11, Chap. 10, 
Theorem 2.21. The point (0, -d, 1) has order three in E(K). There is 
an action of Z, on the function field K(R, S) obtained by using the 
Galois action on K and translation by the point (0, -d): More precisely 
if the point (r, S) lies on E then one computes that (Y, S) + 
(0, -d) = [2dr/(s - d), d- 2d(s + d)/(s - d)]. Hence the action of Z, on 
K( R, S) is given by sending the rational function g(R, S) to 
g”( [ 2dR/( S - d), d - 2d( S + d)/( S - d)] ). The function field of the 
homogeneous pace corresponding to (0, -d, 1) is precisely the fixed field 
of this action. 
Let q = 20 + 1. Then ‘1’ = - 3. Assume cr(c() = OK It is then routine to 
check that the elements B = cr(S + qd)/R and D = cx’(S - qd)/R are fixed 
under this action. It follows easily that the fixed field is F(B, D). But 
a-‘B3-aa2D3=6qd=3yab and 3~= ( -v)~ is a cube in F. Hence 
u(B/D)~ + b(uaD-‘)3 = 1, that is the fixed field is the function field of the 
curve w3 - au3 - bv3, as desired. 
We now do the general case. Letf(u, v) be a nondegenerate binary cubic 
form. Let H denote the projective curve given by the equation w3 -f(u, v). 
Let D denote the discriminant ofJ: The curve H is a homogeneous pace 
for its Jacobian J(H) which is an elliptic curve over F ([ 11, Chap. lo]; in 
fact, J(H) is given by the equation S*T= R3 - 27DT3 which determines 
the center of C,, but we will not use this fact). The period of H is its order 
in H’(G(F/F), J(H)), where F is the algebraic closure of F [ll, p. 3211. 
Applying the usual restriction-corestriction relation for group cohomology, 
one sees that if L/F is a finite extension such that H has an L-rational 
point, then the period of H divides [L : F]. 
We will show H has period one. By [ 11, Chap. 10, Proposition 3.31, it 
will follow that H has an F-rational point, as desired. First let L be the field 
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extension of F obtained by adjoining w and @ to F. Then [L : F] divides 
four. The algebra C,-0, L is the Clifford algebra off viewed as a form over 
L. Now over L the form f can be diagonalized [3, p. 171. Because 
equivalent forms have isomorphic Clifford algebras and C,. is split, we infer 
from the first part of the proof that w3 -f(u, u) has an L-rational point. 
Thus the period of H divides four. 
Next consider the polynomial g(i) = S(A, 1). If g(1) is reducible over F 
then g(i) has a root c1 in F. In that case u = ~1, u= 1, M: = 0 is a nontrivial 
F-rational point on H. Hence we may assume g(A) is irreducible. Let K be 
the field obtained by adjoining a root of g(A) to F. Then [K: F] = 3 and 
the argument we just gave shows that H has a K-rational point. Hence the 
period of H divides three. 
We conclude that the period of H is one, and so H has an F-rational 
point. 1 
3. APPLICATIONS 
We give two applications of this criterion to explicit examples. Both are 
examples of forms for which the Clifford algebra is nonsplit but every 
simple homomorphic image of the Clifford algebra is split. For the first 
consider the form f(u, u) = xu3 + x2u3 over the rational function field C(x). 
It is an easy exercise to see that the form w3 - xu3 - x2u3 has no C(x)- 
rational point. Hence by the theorem Cf is not split and so C, is a division 
algebra. We have seen that in this case the algebra C,. is the symbol 
algebra (x7 S + (x3/2)),,,,,,,,, where E is the elliptic curve with equation 
S2 = R3 + x6/4. However, every simple homomorphic image of C, has 
center a finite extension of C(x) [4] and so is split by Tsen’s theorem [ 123. 
The second example displays the same phenomenon, now over Q. Let 
f(u, u) = (4/3) zd3 + (5/3) u3. It has been shown by Selmer [IO] that the 
curve fl’3 - (4/3) u3 + (5/3) u3 has point locally everywhere but has no point 
over Q. By the theorem the Clifford algebra C,. is not split. The center is 
given by S2 = R3 - 100/3. Let A be a simple homomorphic image of C,.. 
The center of A will be a finite extension K of Q. For each prime P of 
K, the algebra A,= A OK K, is a homomorphic image of the Clifford 
algebra of the form f viewed over the local field Q,, q. Because 
u13 - (4/3) u3 + (5/3) v3 has local points everywhere, we see that A, is split 
for all primes P of K. By the Hasse principle we infer that A is also split. 
Hence every simple homomorphic image of Cf is split. 
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